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Chapter 8

Changes in smell and taste during treatment with chemotherapy are well-

known problems in adult cancer patients. However, little was known if and how 

chemotherapy impacts smell and taste function in children with cancer. Therefore, 

the general aim of the present dissertation was to assess smell and taste function 

in children with cancer receiving treatment. Do smell and taste typically change 

during treatment, and if so, how bothersome are these treatment symptoms? 

Are experienced changes in smell and taste associated with eating problems? To 

ƇǾȷɦƲȯ٪ɅǕƲȷƲ٪ȮɍƲȷɅǛȉǾȷ٪حƇǾƫ٪ǼȉȯƲؙخ٪ǛɅ٪ɦƇȷ٪˚ȯȷɅ٪ǾƲƤƲȷȷƇȯɬ٪Ʌȉ٪ǍƇǛǾ٪ǌɍȯɅǕƲȯ٪ǛǾȷǛǍǕɅ٪ǛǾɅȉ٪

ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾىȷ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾؙ٪Ǖȉɦ٪ǛɅ٪ƫƲɥƲǳȉȬȷؙ٪ƇǾƫ٪Ǖȉɦ٪Ʌȉ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲ٪ǛɅ٪حƤǕƇȬɅƲȯȷ٪׀٪ƇǾƫ٪ׁؘخ٪

Next, I studied smell and taste function in children with cancer through analyzing 

questionnaire data, measuring smell and taste function, and interviewing childhood 

ƤƇǾƤƲȯ٪ȬƇɅǛƲǾɅȷ٪حƤǕƇȬɅƲȯȷ٪ׂ٪ؘخׅ٪ػ

UǾ٪ ɅǕǛȷ٪ ƤǕƇȬɅƲȯؙ٪ U٪ ɦǛǳǳ٪ ˚ȯȷɅ٪ ǍǛɥƲ٪ ƇǾ٪ ȉɥƲȯɥǛƲɦ٪ ȉǌ٪ ɅǕƲ٪ǼƇǛǾ٪ ˚ǾƫǛǾǍȷ٪ ǛǾ٪ ɅǕǛȷ٪ ɅǕƲȷǛȷؘ٪

¯ɍƣȷƲȮɍƲǾɅǳɬؙ٪ɅǕƲ٪˚ǾƫǛǾǍȷ٪ȯƲǍƇȯƫǛǾǍ٪ƤǕƇǾǍƲȷ٪ǛǾ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǛǾ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪

cancer are discussed in the wider context of previous research. Next, implications 

ȉǌ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǼƇǛǾ٪˚ǾƫǛǾǍȷ٪ǌȉȯ٪ƣȉɅǕ٪ȯƲȷƲƇȯƤǕ٪ƇǾƫ٪ƤǳǛǾǛƤƇǳ٪ȬȯƇƤɅǛƤƲ٪ƇȯƲ٪ƫǛȷƤɍȷȷƲƫؙ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɅǕƲ٪

methodological strengths and limitations are considered. Finally, I conclude that 

changes in smell and taste are prevalent, bothersome, and relevant but that these 

changes can include either increased or decreased chemosensory function.

SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

Chapter 2 reviews available evidence regarding taste dysfunction in children and 

methods for assessing such taste dysfunction. The review indicates that there is clear 

ƲɥǛƫƲǾƤƲ٪ǌȉȯ٪ɥƇȯǛȉɍȷ٪ǼƲƫǛƤƇǳ٪ƤȉǾƫǛɅǛȉǾȷ٪حƲؘǍؘؙ٪ƤɬȷɅǛƤ٪˚ƣȯȉȷǛȷؙ٪ƫǛƇƣƲɅƲȷ٪ǼƲǳǳǛɅɍȷؙ٪ǯǛƫǾƲɬ٪

ƫǛȷƲƇȷƲؙ٪ƇɍɅǛȷǼؙ٪ƇȷɅǕǼƇؙ٪ƲɅ٪ƤƲɅƲȯƇخ٪ǾƲǍƇɅǛɥƲǳɬ٪ƇǌǌƲƤɅǛǾǍ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾىȷ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾؘ٪

However, the number of tools to adequately measure taste function in a pediatric 

clinical setting was small. Most studies reporting taste dysfunction in pediatric 

patients relied on taste tests conducted in controlled laboratory settings, tests that 

ƇȯƲ٪ǳƇȯǍƲǳɬ٪ɍǾȷɍǛɅƇƣǳƲ٪ǌȉȯ٪ȬȉǛǾɅعȉǌعƤƇȯƲ٪حȉȯ٪ƣƲƫȷǛƫƲخ٪ɅƲȷɅǛǾǍؘ٪�Ǿǳɬ٪ȉǾƲ٪ȷɅƇǾƫƇȯƫǛɶƲƫ٪

ƇǾƫ٪ƤȉǼǼƲȯƤǛƇǳǳɬ٪ƇɥƇǛǳƇƣǳƲ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ɅƲȷɅ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ن½ƇȷɅƲ٪¯ɅȯǛȬȷ؛ه٪�ɍȯǍǕƇȯɅؙ٪ÝƲƫƲǳؙ٪GƲȯǼƇǾɬخ٪

that can be used in a pediatric clinical setting was found, although it lacked age-

related normative data 1.
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Summary and general discussion

In Chapter 3ؙ٪ɦƲ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾ٪ǛǾ٪Ƈ٪ǳƇȯǍƲ٪ƤȉǕȉȯɅ٪ȉǌ٪ǕƲƇǳɅǕɬ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪حƇǍƲƫ٪

٪ȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ǾȉȯǼƇɅǛɥƲ٪ɥƇǳɍƲȷ٪ǌȉȯعɍȷǛǾǍ٪ɅǕƲ٪½ƇȷɅƲ٪¯ɅȯǛȬȷ٪ɅƲȷɅ٪Ʌȉ٪ȉƣɅƇǛǾ٪ƇǍƲ٪خɬƲƇȯȷ٪׃ֿ٪ػ٪ׄ

ɅǕǛȷ٪ɅƲȷɅؘ٪ن½ƇȷɅƲ٪¯ɅȯǛȬȷه٪ƇȯƲ٪˚ǳɅƲȯعȬƇȬƲȯ٪ȷɅȯǛȬȷ٪ǛǼȬȯƲǍǾƇɅƲƫ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪Ƈ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ȷȉǳɍɅǛȉǾ٪Ʌȉ٪

determine sweet, sour, salty, and bitter taste scores, using four concentrations of 

each taste quality. This chapter further describes the association of age, gender, 

ƇǾƫ٪¤§�¤٪ɅƇȷɅƲȯ٪ȷɅƇɅɍȷ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾىȷ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾ٪حƇȷ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲƫ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ɅǕƲ٪½ƇȷɅƲ٪

¯ɅȯǛȬȷ٪ɅƲȷɅؘخ

We found that taste function increases with age, which allowed us for distinguishing 

ɅǕȯƲƲ٪ǼƲƇǾǛǾǍǌɍǳ٪ƇǍƲ٪ǍȯȉɍȬȷ٪ػ٪ׄح٪ ٪FɍȯɅǕƲȯؙ٪ɅǕƲ٪ɅȉɅƇǳ٪½ƇȷɅƲ٪ؘخɬƲƇȯȷ٪׃ֿ٪ػ٪־ֿ٪ƇǾƫ٪ׇؙ٪ػ٪׆٪ؙׅ

Strips score was higher in girls compared to boys. This study then resulted in age- 

ƇǾƫ٪ȷƲɫعȷȬƲƤǛ˚Ƥ٪ƤɍɅعȉǌǌ٪ɥƇǳɍƲȷ٪ǌȉȯ٪ɅǕƲ٪½ƇȷɅƲ٪¯ɅȯǛȬȷ٪ɅƲȷɅ٪ȷƤȉȯƲȷ٪Ʌȉ٪ƫǛȷɅǛǾǍɍǛȷǕ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾىȷ٪

normal taste function from a reduced sense of taste using the 10th percentile, thereby 

extending the utility of the Taste Strips test to children in a clinical setting. In addition, 

ɅǕǛȷ٪ȷɅɍƫɬ٪ȯƲɥƲƇǳƲƫ٪ɅǕƇɅ٪¤§�¤عɅƇȷɅƲȯȷ٪حȷȉǼƲɅǛǼƲȷ٪ȯƲǌƲȯȯƲƫ٪Ʌȉ٪Ƈȷ٪ȷɍȬƲȯɅƇȷɅƲȯȷخ٪ǕƇƫ٪

higher Taste Strips scores compared to non-tasters, which might indicate the validity 

of the Taste Strips test when measuring taste function in children. However, children’s 

self-reported impression of how well they can taste did not correlate with the Taste 

Strips scores 2.

The study described in Chapter 4 ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚Ʋƫ٪ɅǕƲ٪ȬȯƲȷƲǾƤƲ٪ƇǾƫ٪ȷƲɥƲȯǛɅɬ٪ȉǌ٪ǾƇɍȷƲƇ٪ƇǾƫ٪

ǾƇɍȷƲƇعȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ȷɬǼȬɅȉǼȷ٪ǛǾ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ƤƇǾƤƲȯ٪ƫɍȯǛǾǍ٪ɅǕƲ٪˚ȯȷɅ٪ɬƲƇȯ٪ȉǌ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪

ƇǾƫ٪ǛɅȷ٪ȯƲǳƇɅǛȉǾȷǕǛȬ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ǕƲƇǳɅǕعȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ȮɍƇǳǛɅɬ٪ȉǌ٪ǳǛǌƲ٪حO§¦ȉjؘخ٪UǾ٪ƇƫƫǛɅǛȉǾؙ٪ȬȉɅƲǾɅǛƇǳ٪

risk factors for the outcomes of interest were described. For this study, retrospective 

ƫƇɅƇ٪ȉǌ٪ɅǕƲ٪¤Ʋƫȷ¦j٪�ƇǾƤƲȯ٪tȉƫɍǳƲ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ǾƇɍȷƲƇؙ٪ȬƇǛǾؙ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪ƇǾɫǛƲɅɬؙ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɦȉȯȯɬ٪

ȷƤƇǳƲȷخ٪ƇǾƫ٪¤Ʋƫȷ¦j٪ׂؘ־٪GƲǾƲȯǛƤ٪�ȉȯƲ٪¯ƤƇǳƲȷ٪حǍƲǾƲȯǛƤ٪ɅȉɅƇǳ٪O§¦ȉj٪ȷƤȉȯƲخ٪ɦƇȷ٪ƇɥƇǛǳƇƣǳƲ٪

ǌȯȉǼ٪ׅ ٪ǕƲȷƲ٪ȮɍƲȷɅǛȉǾǾƇǛȯƲȷ٪ƇȯƲ٪ȉǌǌƲȯƲƫ٪ƲɥƲȯɬ½٪ؘخɬƲƇȯȷ٪ȉǳƫ٪ֿ׀٪ƇǾƫ٪׀٪ƣƲɅɦƲƲǾح٪ȬƇɅǛƲǾɅȷ٪ֿ׆

three months during treatment prior to a doctor’s appointment in the outpatient 

ƤǳǛǾǛƤؙ٪ɍȷǛǾǍ٪ɅǕƲ٪ȉǾǳǛǾƲ٪ȬȉȯɅƇǳ٪gjUg٪حgɦƇǳǛɅƲǛɅ٪ɥƇǾ٪jƲɥƲǾ٪UǾ٪gƇƇȯɅؙ٪%ɍɅƤǕ٪ƇƤȯȉǾɬǼ٪ǌȉȯ٪

¦ɍƇǳǛɅɬ٪ȉǌ٪jǛǌƲ٪ǛǾ٪�ǳǛǾǛƤƇǳ٪¤ȯƇƤɅǛƤƲؘخ٪Fȉȯ٪ɅǕǛȷ٪ȷɅɍƫɬؙ٪ɦƲ٪ǌȉƤɍȷƲƫ٪ȉǾ٪ƫƇɅƇ٪ǌȯȉǼ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǾƇɍȷƲƇ٪

scale which consist of the following items assessing nausea-related symptoms: 

nausea during medical treatment, food not tasting good, nausea while thinking of 

medical treatment, being too nauseous to eat, and nausea caused by food/smells. 

%ƇɅƇ٪ǛǾƤǳɍƫƲƫ٪ȬȯȉɫɬعȯƲȬȉȯɅ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ȬƇȯƲǾɅ٪ȯƲȬȉȯɅ٪ǌȉȯ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ع٪׀٪ׅ ٪ɬƲƇȯȷ٪ȉǳƫخ٪ȉȯ٪ȷƲǳǌعȯƲȬȉȯɅ٪

ؘخɬƲƇȯȷ٪ȉǳƫ٪ׅ٪ڑ٪ǛؘƲؘؙ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾح

8
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Chapter 8

The presence of nausea during medical treatment was highest at 6 months after 

diagnosis. The symptom “food not tasting good” was reported most frequently 

٪ؘخڤֿؘ׆ׂعڤׁׁؘׄ٪ȯƇǾǍƲح٪هȷǼƲǳǳȷإǾƇɍȷƲƇ٪ƤƇɍȷƲƫ٪ƣɬ٪ǌȉȉƫن٪ǌȉǳǳȉɦƲƫ٪ƣɬ٪ؙخڤ׆ؘ׀ׄعڤֿؘׄ׃٪ȯƇǾǍƲح

¤ƇǛǾؙ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪ƇǾɫǛƲɅɬؙ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɦȉȯȯɬ٪ɦƲȯƲ٪ȷǛǍǾǛ˚ƤƇǾɅǳɬ٪ƇȷȷȉƤǛƇɅƲƫ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ȯƲȬȉȯɅƲƫ٪ǾƇɍȷƲƇ٪

in all children. Additionally, male gender, a solid tumor, and BMI were associated with 

self-reported nausea in patients aged 8-21 years. Lastly, the occurrence of nausea-

ȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ȷɬǼȬɅȉǼȷ٪ɦƇȷ٪ǾƲǍƇɅǛɥƲǳɬ٪ƇȷȷȉƤǛƇɅƲƫ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ƇɥƲȯƇǍƲ٪O§¦ȉj٪ȷƤȉȯƲȷؘ٪UǾ٪ȉɅǕƲȯ٪

words, experienced nausea – especially in relation to tasting and smelling food – is 

common and negatively impacts quality of life in children with cancer 3.

Next, in Chapter 5ؙ٪ɦƲ٪ƲɫȬǳȉȯƲƫ٪ǌƲƇȷǛƣǛǳǛɅɬ٪ȉǌ٪ȬȷɬƤǕȉȬǕɬȷǛƤƇǳ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪¯ǾǛǌ˚Ǿى٪¯ɅǛƤǯȷؚ٪

ȉƫȉȯ٪ɅǕȯƲȷǕȉǳƫؙ٪ƫǛȷƤȯǛǼǛǾƇɅǛȉǾؙ٪ƇǾƫ٪ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚ƤƇɅǛȉǾ٪ɅƇȷǯȷخ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪½ƇȷɅƲ٪¯ɅȯǛȬȷؙ٪

ȬƇȬǛǳǳƇƲ٪ƫƲǾȷǛɅɬخ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲǼƲǾɅȷ٪ǛǾ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ƤƇǾƤƲȯؘ٪UǾ٪ƇƫƫǛɅǛȉǾ٪Ʌȉ٪ǌƲƇȷǛƣǛǳǛɅɬؙ٪ɦƲ٪

investigated smell and taste function before and after a cycle of chemotherapy and 

compared results with healthy controls. Also, eating behavior was assessed using 

ɅǕƲ٪�ƲǕƇɥǛȉȯƇǳ٪¤ƲƫǛƇɅȯǛƤȷ٪FƲƲƫǛǾǍ٪�ȷȷƲȷȷǼƲǾɅ٪¯ƤƇǳƲ٪ح�¤F�¯ؘخ٪½ǕǛȯɅɬعȉǾƲ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪

ɦǛɅǕ٪ƤƇǾƤƲȯ٪ƇǾƫ٪ׂ׀٪ǕƲƇǳɅǕɬ٪ƤȉǾɅȯȉǳȷ٪حȷǛƣǳǛǾǍ٪ȉȯ٪ǌȯǛƲǾƫخ٪ƣƲɅɦƲƲǾ٪ׄ٪ƇǾƫ٪ֿ׆٪ɬƲƇȯȷ٪ȉǳƫ٪

participated in this study.

First, we found that the assessment of smell and taste function was feasible in 

ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ƤƇǾƤƲȯ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ƤȉǼȬǳƲɅǛȉǾ٪ȉǌ٪ɅƲȷɅȷ٪ƣɬ٪ڤ־ׄ٪ړ٪ȉǌ٪ɅǕƲ٪ȬƇɅǛƲǾɅȷؙخ٪ƇǳɅǕȉɍǍǕ٪

ȷȉǼƲ٪ƇƫƇȬɅǛȉǾȷ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ȉǼǛɅɅǛǾǍ٪ȬƇȬǛǳǳƇƲ٪ƫƲǾȷǛɅɬ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲǼƲǾɅ٪ƇǾƫ٪ȉƫȉȯ٪ƫǛȷƤȯǛǼǛǾƇɅǛȉǾ٪

ɅƲȷɅخ٪ɦƲȯƲ٪ƫƲƲǼƲƫ٪ȉȬȬȉȯɅɍǾƲ٪ǌȉȯ٪ǌɍɅɍȯƲ٪ȷɅɍƫǛƲȷ٪Ʌȉ٪ǳǛǼǛɅ٪ɅǕƲ٪ȯǛȷǯ٪ȉǌ٪ȉɥƲȯǳɬ٪ƣɍȯƫƲǾǛǾǍ٪

children. Second, we compared smell and taste function before and after a cycle of 

chemotherapy and found taste function to be increased in childhood cancer patients, 

especially for sweet and bitter taste. Thirdly, results were compared against smell 

and taste scores of healthy controls, showing that the group of children with cancer 

ǕƇƫ٪ǳȉɦƲȯ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ɅǕȯƲȷǕȉǳƫȷ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ǕǛǍǕƲȯ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬؘخ٪jƇȷɅǳɬؙ٪ɦƲ٪ǌȉɍǾƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾ٪Ʌȉ٪

be correlated with eating behavior, but not with papillae density 4.

Chapter 6 describes a longitudinal study including a cohort of 94 children with cancer 

ׄ٪ƣƲɅɦƲƲǾح ٪ƇǾƫ٪ֿ ̄٪ɍǾƫƲȯǍȉǛǾǍ٪ƤǕƲǼȉɅǕƲȯƇȬɬؘ٪خɬƲƇȯȷ٪ȉǳƫ٪׆ ǼƲǳǳ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ȉƫȉȯ٪ɅǕȯƲȷǕȉǳƫ٪ƇǾƫ٪

ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚ƤƇɅǛȉǾخ٪ƇǾƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ǌɍǾƤɅǛȉǾ٪ɦƲȯƲ٪ƇȷȷƲȷȷƲƫ٪ƇɅ٪ȷƲɥƲȯƇǳ٪ɅǛǼƲ٪ȬȉǛǾɅȷ٪ƫɍȯǛǾǍ٪ƇƤɅǛɥƲ٪

ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪خ׀½ع־½ح٪ƇǾƫ٪ׁ٪ǼȉǾɅǕȷ٪ƇǌɅƲȯ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǳƇȷɅ٪ƤǕƲǼȉɅǕƲȯƇȬɬ٪ؘخׁ½ح٪UǾ٪ƤƇȷƲ٪ȉǌ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪

ɦǛɅǕ٪ƇƤɍɅƲ٪ǳɬǼȬǕȉƣǳƇȷɅǛƤ٪ǳƲɍǯƲǼǛƇ٪ح�jjؙخ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǳƇȷɅ٪ǼƲƇȷɍȯƲǼƲǾɅ٪ƇɅ٪½ׁ٪ɦƇȷ٪ȬƲȯǌȉȯǼƲƫ٪

during the so-called maintenance phase when children receive a much gentler form 
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Summary and general discussion

ȉǌ٪ƤǕƲǼȉɅǕƲȯƇȬɬ٪حɅɬȬǛƤƇǳǳɬ٪ƤȉǼȬȯǛȷǛǾǍ٪ȉȯƇǳ٪ǼƲȯƤƇȬɅȉȬɍȯǛǾƲ٪ƇǾƫ٪ǼƲɅǕȉɅȯƲɫƇɅƲخ٪ɅǕƇɅ٪

does not require hospital admissions. The aim of this study was to determine the 

occurrence of smell and taste changes during treatment, whether they resolve after 

treatment, and to examine which factors are associated to these changes.

jǛǾƲƇȯ٪ǼǛɫƲƫ٪ǼȉƫƲǳȷ٪ȷǕȉɦƲƫ٪ɅǕƇɅ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬ٪ ٪ǛؘƲؘؙ٪ȉƫȉȯح ɅǕȯƲȷǕȉǳƫخ٪ƫǛƫ٪ǾȉɅ٪

ƤǕƇǾǍƲ٪ƫɍȯǛǾǍ٪ƇƤɅǛɥƲ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪ƣɍɅ٪ƫƲƤȯƲƇȷƲƫ٪ǛǾ٪ǼƇǛǾɅƲǾƇǾƤƲ٪ȬǕƇȷƲ٪حƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪

�jjؘخ٪½ǕƲ٪ȬȯȉȬȉȯɅǛȉǾ٪ȉǌ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ȷǕȉɦǛǾǍ٪ǾȉȯǼƇǳ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬ٪ɦƇȷ٪ǾȉɅ٪ȷǛǍǾǛ˚ƤƇǾɅǳɬ٪

different from expected based on normative values. However, when comparing 

children with an increased, normal, or decreased smell sensitivity we found 

differences per diagnosis group, particularly children with myeloid malignancies 

and lymphoma showed an increased smell sensitivity, whereas a decreased smell 

sensitivity was hardly present among all diagnosis. Similarly, self-reported smell 

sensitivity was more often increased than decreased. Interestingly, of all children 

with an increased or decreased performance on either the odor threshold or odor 

ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚ƤƇɅǛȉǾ٪ɅƲȷɅؙ٪ȉǾǳɬ٪Ƈ٪ǼǛǾȉȯǛɅɬ٪ȯƲȬȉȯɅƲƫ٪Ƈȷ٪ȷɍƤǕؘ٪�ƫȉȯ٪ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚ƤƇɅǛȉǾ٪ƤǕƇǾǍƲƫ٪

neither during active treatment nor at T3 during maintenance phase or 3 months 

after treatment, but sex, age, and receiving vincristine were associated with odor 

ǛƫƲǾɅǛ˚ƤƇɅǛȉǾ٪ƇƣǛǳǛɅɬؘ

Taste Strips test scores did not change during active treatment but increased at T3 in 

ɅǕƲ٪ǼƇǛǾɅƲǾƇǾƤƲ٪ȬǕƇȷƲ٪حǌȉȯ٪ɅǕƲ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪�jjخ٪ȉȯ٪ׁ٪ǼȉǾɅǕȷ٪ƇǌɅƲȯ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǳƇȷɅ٪ƤɬƤǳƲ٪ȉǌ٪

ƤǕƲǼȉɅǕƲȯƇȬɬ٪حǌȉȯ٪ɅǕƲ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪ǼɬƲǳȉǛƫ٪ǼƇǳǛǍǾƇǾƤǛƲȷؙ٪ǳɬǼȬǕȉǼƇؙ٪ȷȉǳǛƫ٪ɅɍǼȉȯؙ٪

ȉȯ٪ƣȯƇǛǾ٪ɅɍǼȉȯؘخ٪OȉɦƲɥƲȯؙ٪Ƈ٪ȷǛǍǾǛ˚ƤƇǾɅǳɬ٪ǳȉɦƲȯ٪ȬƲȯƤƲǾɅƇǍƲ٪ȉǌ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɅǕƇǾ٪ƲɫȬƲƤɅƲƫ٪

scored within a normal range of taste function measured throughout treatment, as 

taste loss was present among approximately 20% of all children with cancer, and in 

particular among children with lymphomas and solid tumors. This suggests that 

chemotherapy affects taste, especially considering that 3 months after the last 

chemotherapy and during maintenance phase the relative frequency of children 

with cancer having normal taste function no longer deviated from what one would 

expect based on established taste function in a general sample of children. Etoposide 

was found to be negatively associated with taste function, whereas mercaptopurine 

and corticosteroids were associated with higher taste sensitivity. Interestingly, self-

ȯƲȬȉȯɅƲƫ٪ɅƇȷɅƲ٪ƤǕƇǾǍƲȷ٪ɦƲȯƲ٪ǼɍƤǕ٪ǼȉȯƲ٪ƤȉǼǼȉǾ٪حȯƇǾǍƲؚ٪ׄخڤ־׆٪ػ٪־٪ƇǾƫ٪ƇƫƫǛɅǛȉǾƇǳǳɬ٪

revealed that taste changes are most often described as “tastes being very different 

from before” rather than changes in sensitivity 5.

8
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Chapter 8

Finally, chapter 7 describes the results of a qualitative study. Although objectively 

measuring smell and taste changes is insightful, it does not elucidate what makes 

these changes so bothersome to children with cancer and what impact changes 

in smell and taste have on their daily lives. Therefore, children who already 

ȬƇȯɅǛƤǛȬƇɅƲƫ٪ǛǾ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǳȉǾǍǛɅɍƫǛǾƇǳ٪¯-v¯�§ã׀ع٪ȷɅɍƫɬ٪ƫƲȷƤȯǛƣƲƫ٪ǛǾ٪ƤǕƇȬɅƲȯ٪ׄ٪ɦƲȯƲ٪ƇȷǯƲƫ٪

to be interviewed regarding their experiences with smell and taste changes during 

treatment. Semi-structured interviews were performed until data saturation was 

ƇƤǕǛƲɥƲƫ٪ǛǾ٪ƲƇƤǕ٪ƇǍƲ٪ǍȯȉɍȬ٪׀ֿ٪ػ٪ׄح٪ɬƲƇȯȷؙ٪ֿׁ٪ػ٪ֿׅ٪ɬƲƇȯȷؙخ٪ȯƲȷɍǳɅǛǾǍ٪ǛǾ٪ׅ׀٪ȬƇȯɅǛƤǛȬƇǾɅȷؘ٪

Interview data was analyzed through thematic analysis.

We found that changes in smell and taste were common and varied greatly between 

children. These changes were generally considered bothersome symptoms described 

as “disappointing” or frustrating”. Children reported various strategies for managing 

their smell and taste changes such as regularly brushing their teeth and avoiding or 

masking unpleasant smells. Regarding eating behavior, some children stated adding 

ȷɅȯȉǾǍ٪˛Ƈɥȉȯȷ٪Ʌȉ٪ɅǕƲǛȯ٪ǌȉȉƫؙ٪ȉȯ٪ǌȯƲȮɍƲǾɅǳɬ٪ɅȯɬǛǾǍ٪حǾƲɦخ٪ǌȉȉƫȷ٪6.

INCREASED OR DECREASED SENSITIVITY?

Changes in smell

In adults with cancer undergoing chemotherapy changes in odor thresholds were 

ƲǛɅǕƲȯ٪ǾȉɅ٪ǌȉɍǾƫ٪ȉȯ٪ȷǕȉɦǾ٪Ʌȉ٪ǛǾƤȯƲƇȷƲ٪ƫɍȯǛǾǍ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪حǛؘƲؘؙ٪ǼƲƇǾǛǾǍ٪ƫƲƤȯƲƇȷƲƫ٪

ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬ9ؘ-7٪خ٪�ƇȷƲƫ٪ȉǾ٪ɅǕƲȷƲ٪˚ǾƫǛǾǍȷؙ٪U٪ ǛǾǛɅǛƇǳǳɬ٪ǕɬȬȉɅǕƲȷǛɶƲƫ٪ɅǕƇɅ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪

cancer would have decreased smell sensitivity. However, smell loss was hardly 

present in children with cancer. In contrast, children with cancer’s sense of smell 

٪ƤǕƇȬɅƲȯح٪ɦƇȷ٪ǼȉȯƲ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥƲ٪ɅǕƇǾ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬ٪ȉǌ٪ǕƲƇǳɅǕɬ٪ƤȉǾɅȯȉǳȷ٪خȉƫȉȯ٪ɅǕȯƲȷǕȉǳƫح

٪ƇǾƫ٪ǼȉȯƲ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥƲ٪ƫɍȯǛǾǍ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪ɅǕƇǾ٪ȉɍɅ٪ȉǌ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅؙ٪ƇɅ٪ǳƲƇȷɅ٪ǛǾ٪ƤǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪ɦǛɅǕ٪خ׃

�jj٪ǛǾ٪ɅǕƲ٪ǼƇǛǾɅƲǾƇǾƤƲ٪ȬǕƇȷƲ٪ȉǌ٪ɅȯƲƇɅǼƲǾɅ٪حƤǕƇȬɅƲȯ٪ؘׄخ٪tȉȯƲȉɥƲȯؙ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ȷƲǾȷǛɅǛɥǛɅɬ٪

ȷƲƲǼƲƫ٪Ʌȉ٪ǛǾƤȯƲƇȷƲ٪ȷǕȉȯɅǳɬ٪ƇǌɅƲȯ٪Ƈ٪ƤɬƤǳƲ٪ȉǌ٪ƤǕƲǼȉɅǕƲȯƇȬɬ٪حƤǕƇȬɅƲȯȷ٪׃٪ƇǾƫ٪ؘׄخ٪�ǕǛǳƫȯƲǾ٪

too often reported experiencing increased smell sensitivity rather than a loss of smell 

٪ǕƲ٪ȮɍƲȷɅǛȉǾ٪ƇȯǛȷƲȷ٪ɦǕƇɅ٪ǼƲƤǕƇǾǛȷǼȷ٪ǼǛǍǕɅ٪ƲɫȬǳƇǛǾ٪ȷǼƲǳǳ٪ƤǕƇǾǍƲȷ٪ǛǾ½٪ؘخׄ٪ƤǕƇȬɅƲȯح

children with cancer – changes that apparently contrast treatment effects on adult 

cancer patients’ sense of smell. These contrasting changes in smell might be due 

Ʌȉ٪ƇǍƲعȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ǌƇƤɅȉȯȷ٪حƲؘǍؘؙ٪ǍȯȉɦɅǕ٪ƇǾƫ٪ƫƲɥƲǳȉȬǼƲǾɅؙخ٪ǳǛǌƲعȷɅɬǳƲ٪ȯƲǳƇɅƲƫ٪ǌƇƤɅȉȯȷ٪حƲؘǍؘؙ٪

ƫǛǌǌƲȯƲǾƤƲȷ٪ǛǾ٪ɅǕƲ٪ȉƤƤɍȯȯƲǾƤƲ٪ȉǌ٪ȷǼȉǯǛǾǍ٪ƇǾƫ٪ȉɥƲȯɦƲǛǍǕɅإȉƣƲȷǛɅɬؙخ٪ȉȯ٪ƫǛǌǌƲȯƲǾƤƲȷ٪ǛǾ٪




